Biomatrix Curriculum:
A w/holistic approach to
(dis)solving…the complex problems of the world

Part 1
Journey into the current future

The Year is 2017…

Despite all of our good intentions, our world is still riddled with major problems to which we
have not found solutions.

Despite all the resources and abundance of
our planet, a substantial amount of us still
live in abject poverty, while the rich get
richer…

We know the short and long term
effects of war, we still engage our
populations in seemingly senseless
wars…

Technology, originally designed to unite us and better the
quality of our lives, has also divided us further…

a vast majority of our learners either
have no access to education at all, or
have access to education that in no
way prepares them for the world they
will occupy...

Civilians have lost trust in politicians ability to better the
quality of their lives, leading them to make erratic
decisions in electing problematic leaders...

Climate change has created
an instability in our natural
systems.
The effects are felt more and
more each day...

Disease and toxicity are prevalent….
with a healthcare system that cannot
keep up and provide for growing
number of patients…

Our tolerance for one another hangs in balance
as we struggle to find a peaceful identity that unites
rather than divides us...

The problems of the world are mounting, and time is
of the essence, we need solutions quickly, and we
can’t do this alone!

A group of young thinkers, saddened by the gaping wounds of our world, decided to embark on a
great adventure…

It seemed to them that the adults around them had done a great job of making a mess, and perhaps
it was time to take matters into their own hands…

They decided to visit as many different powerful people all over the globe to see if anyone had the
answers…

As a first stop the group decided to visit the politicians, they seemed to hold the power...
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Politicians, how do we
solve the problems of the
world?

Problems? I think we first should acknowledge how
far we have come. Look at the developed world and
how it prospers, thanks to democracy, the rule of
law, the protection of human rights, the protection of
private property and free enterprise.

Now, if we were to get those less developed
countries and the dictatorships of this world to
accept these political developments, the big
problems of the world would definitely
disappear.

As to problems in our own democratic country,
sure, there are some left and we can improve
on all fronts.
And we have a programme for it. We know
how this can be done. Vote for us and you will
see.....
And beware of the opposition, they are
wrong, so vote for us, vote ....

Truthfully, I only have four or
maybe eight years (if I am lucky)
to get anything done, and these
problems are just too messy to
solve in that short of a space of
time…but don’t tell anyone.
But vote for me anyway, vote
today…..

The group left the mainstream and opposition politicians very
despondently and asked the protesters, whistleblowers and
revolutionaries...

How do you think that
the problems of the
world can be solved?

We need to get rid
of the corrupt
politicians,
change the system,
keep protesting,
raise awareness,
make revolution,
change the
leadership....
They have created
the complex
problems, so
getting rid of them
will fix the
problems.
Just join us to
speed things up.

The group reflected upon their experience with politics and concluded ...

...even the best politicians from
either the ruling party, or the
opposition parties, or even
together do not seem to be able
to solve the problems of the
world.
...their programmes are the
same old strategies that have
been tried before and did not
solve the problems till now,

...so why should they succeed
now?

…and are there
really any significant
differences between
the mainstream and
opposition parties?
...or are they merely
legacy systems of a
past era?

…and what about the relevance of
representative democracy in a complex
world?
...can one representative or one political
party represent us in all areas of life
(from education, to infrastructure to
foreign affairs)?
...and what about the transparency of
that system? Our representatives can
make any decision they like and hide
behind the majority that elected them...

...the protesters and revolutionaries
probably do a valuable job in pointing
out problems.
...but they also seem to have no
solutions, or only partial or naive
ones.
...they seem to rely on the view that if
one gets rid of a bad leadership or
system, a good one will automatically
arise.

...it seems that we
place too much
emphasis on
politicians and
their power.

And they got even more despondent...

Perhaps we should ask
the scientists?
They seem to always be
in the know.

Scientists, how can we
solve the problems of the
world?

The scientists looked at the group in perplexity…

... ahem... look at all the scientific and

technological developments we have
already achieved...
... and how they have improved our
health and standard of life in all areas...

Problems? Of course there are still problems,
yes, global problems...
Many of us are busy working on them in our
highly specialised disciplines...
Other scientists work in other specialised
areas...
It is clear that much more research will be
needed before we clarify our understanding…
It is hoped that this research will stimulate
further work in the field...

...we confess, we can’t
always pursue the research
we want to do...
we are funded by the
corporations..
they need profitable
solutions....

The group also encountered some scientists who work outside the scientific establishment
who work with topics or approaches not recognised
by established research institutions and mainstream scientific journals

and who are not funded by corporate or government research grants...

How to solve the problems of the world?
EASY, we have the technical, medical,
psychological, economic, etc. solutions.
The problem is, they are suppressed,
because the corporates can’t make money
from them, so we don’t get funded and
can’t develop the research further, or they
do not fit the current scientific paradigm,
therefore we don’t get published and
thereby remain unknown.

Again the group left a little confused,
and returned to their reflection room to make sense of it all…

...some of the alternative scientists and their
solutions seemed to make a lot of sense, while
others...
...well maybe some of them are a little whacky
(who are we to judge?)...
...and as to the argument of the corporates
suppressing solutions?
...well, did or didn’t they kill the electric
car?...good to know that electric cars are back
again...

.....while the mainstream scientists are cautious and meticulous in their
approach, they seem to be more interested in analysing and explaining
problems than searching for, let alone committing to solutions…

....by comparison, the dissident scientists seem to be full of solutions,
as well as enthusiasm and passion for them
...and what are dissident scientist anyway? It seems that the
mainstream scientists decide on what is science and that excludes
those that don’t get published in the reputable mainstream journals...

...and why don’t they get published? Because they subscribe to a
different worldview (such as w/holism?).

...both the mainstream and
dissident scientists sit in their
specialised scientific disciplines
with their discipline specific
solutions...
...but who is responsible for

…and both groups seem to be at
the mercy of their financiers.....
which makes us wonder if the
mission of science is the pursuit of
truth or the development of
marketable solutions for the
corporates?

putting the different perspectives
...and aren’t the tax payers
and solutions into a larger
funding a lot of research also and
context?
where is their equity and profit
from it?

It seems we must speak with the
financiers!
W e need to follow the money…

...isn’t that what we learned from
the scientists?

And so the group went to the centre of finance
to speak with the bankers, the traders and investors.
If money is power, they must be the most powerful people around…

What problems? We are doing great!
Poverty, ew, don’t worry it will trickle down.

LET YOUR MONEY WORK FOR YOU.
Just give us your money and we will grow
it. You don’t need to do anything else, just
let us trade, trade, trade and we will
increase your wealth while you have a
good time.

Finance crisis? It is just some larger than
usual dip in the market. It will recover!
Of course we banks need to be bailed out.
Just imagine your ATM doesn’t spit out your
money anymore!
The system is too large to be allowed to
collapse. And it is so complex that really only
us few experts understand it….if it can be
understood at all. It is too complex to be
dabbled with, just in case it would fail. Better
to keep it as it is and bail us out….

This apparently complex
system is a global casino.
It will work as long as
everyone believes in it.
So, keep trading! My bonus
depends on it!

The group marched along and interviewed some of the dissidents and they learned a lot...

...in 2009 the money in circulation was estimated
at 600 trillion dollars, while the real value of global
GDP was 60 trillion...
... it is apparently worse now in 2017 (but we don’t
know by exactly how much, because the Fed has
stopped issuing some relevant statistics)...
...maybe two statistics can enlighten us further: in
2015, the US maize crop was sold about 35 times
and in 2016, each barrel of oil was sold about 60
times...

...do your own maths, dude!

....governments give privately owned
central banks (e.g. the Federal
Reserve in the USA) the power to
create money from nothing (i.e.
through debts)...
... then they borrow that money and
pay it back with interest from the
money earned by its citizens through
labour in the real economy...

....and after a financial bailout, countries have to sell
public facilities (like the
harbour of Piraeus in Greece)
to private investors at a
fraction of market value, just
to service interest payments...

End Of Money

... some influential thinkers suggest that we
should let the banks go bankrupt...

...no wonder, that apparently one percent
of global citizens own ninety percent of the
money…

... and that nations should refuse to pay back
their debts....

...we need to redesign the current financial
system to save the economy from being
destroyed…

End Of Money

The group left the world of finance being profoundly disturbed and disillusioned,
and returned to their reflection room to ponder…

…I can feel the weight of
the proverb that money is
the root of all evil…
…I found the cynicism of
the finance world painful !

…if the amount of money in circulation is

a multitude of the physical stuff
produced, the finance economy and the
real economy are actually de-coupled...
...each seemingly playing according to

different rules (have the economists
caught up with this?)...

...and it seems that the current finance
system is indeed interfering negatively
with the physical economy...even
threatening to collapse it....

…we also seem to have some

ideological confusion (or evolution) here:
...now in the information age: when the
financiers, economists and media talk
about capitalism and markets they seem
to refer to financial capitalism and
financial markets
... then in the industrial age: they (and
Marx) referred to the physical economy
...
....are these concepts still useful at all?

How long will people
and nations keep
tolerating this blatant
financial exploitation?
Do we really know how
another monetary
system could work?
IS THE FINANCIAL
EMPEROR NAKED?

Let us go to the businessmen
and see if their views are any
different!

Well, it is very clear to us, the huge socio-economic development of an
increasing number of people throughout the world is thanks to free
enterprise!!!

More people have more goods and services than ever before!!!
Clearly, capitalism works!!! Profit incentivises!!!
Efficiency is key!!! And so is economic growth!!!

We just need more investment in the poorer societies
and they too will prosper… so we are well on the way to
wipe out poverty!!!
As to other challenges, we have many technological
solutions in the pipeline and others will follow......as
soon as they are economically viable!!!

...there are also junk products, production for
planned obsolescence, tax heavens,
sweatshops and slave ships...
...but of course we would never tell…

...about pollution, depletion of natural resources
and the cost of efficiency (such as the
unemployment and wasted infrastructure from
relocating our production to cheaper
areas)…which the mainstream economy is
generating...
...clearly, this is the responsibility of society, given
all the benefits we bring them...
.. after all, we as business merely fulfil the needs
and wants of the people.

The group met some alternative businesses too...
The group also encountered some people living the

We believe that small is beautiful...
We grow our own food...
We have a neighbourhood barter system...
and crypto-currencies…
and back-to-nature and off-the-grid
businesses and lifestyles....
We are the future!

As to the post-industrial, off-the grid,
subsistence (?) economy..
...how fortunate that there are still cars and
airplanes to visit the kids in the city and go
on a holiday.
...and of course, it couldn’t function without
computers, smart-phones, fridges, solar
panels, water pumps, and .....

About 3,4 billion people live in
rural areas, most of them in a
subsistence economy...
...off-the-grid, but not by choice.
Many of them aspire to a

mainstream economic lifestyle.

Pssst
Don’t tell…

The group reflected on what they learned about private business...

...if free enterprise is so
successful, why do we have
a widening gap between the
rich and poor in most
countries?

...and the perpetuation of
poverty?

...profit seemed to be at the
forefront of every conversation.

...caring for the people and the
planet seemed mostly to be an
afterthought….

...and the subsistence
lifestyle?
...it spells poverty for the
large numbers of people
having to live with it.

...as to its off-the-grid
proponents: do they
consider the numbers of
people and the carrying
capacity of the land? Are
they really the future?

...which brings us to population growth:
from 3 billion in 1960 to 7,5 billion now
to 9,8 billion in 2050
...(don’t call it population explosion –
that is politically incorrect!)
....if all 9,8 billion want to live like the
US citizens?
...great prospects for business profits
...and what about resources and social
and ecological impacts?

All this made the group reflect on the underlying business paradigm...

...making society pay for the negative byproducts of free enterprise (like pollution,
environmental deterioration...)...
... is this a Socialising Costs and Privatising
Earnings ideology?.

... as to traditional
socialism, its credibility
collapsed with the Berlin
Wall...

... or is it neo-liberalism?

... and worker benefits and
rights seem to be crumbling
since…

... or is this some post-industrial ideological
confusion?

... while capitalism morphed
into finance capitalism!

... is this some kind of capitalist socialism?

... some kind of fake ideology?

Time to visit the
philosophers.

After all, ideology should be
their business!

Philosophers, you
think all day, how do
we solve our
problems?

The group found some philosophers
who paced up and down
while they were thinking and scratching their heads...

Well… it depends how you
define the word problem.

And how do I know that
when you say problem and I
say problem we understand
the same thing?

And, are problems ontological?
...Huh? (This mean something like they
exist in reality.)
Or are problems epistemological?
...Huh? (This means something like
someone only thinks that they are
problems.)
And do problems (or life in general) have
any meaning anyway?
Huh? Huh? (This means ... ???)

The group encountered the so-called new age philosophers and asked them:
How do you solve the world’s problems?

Problems are not here to be solved man!
If you have a problem, it is probably due to your
bad behaviour in a past life and now you get the
problem as a lesson to learn.
The meaning of life is learning. No problems, no
learning. So if we solve the existing problems,
new ones would have to arise so that humanity
can keep learning.

The group reflected on what they learned from the philosophers...

Well?
Huh?
....at least they ask
interesting questions.
...and made us think
and wonder.

....do they actually have
a coherent framework
for asking relevant
questions?
....or do we have to study
many different
philosophers to get
somewhere?

….and the New Age view on
problems and learning?
It seems that they do not suffer
personally from the too painful
effects of world problems ...

... (other than some frog
species getting extinct in the
backyard, maybe) ...

The adventurers proceeded to search for some old wisdom and went to the religious leaders….

And so the group hiked from east to west., meeting leaders from all religions,
asking them about the problems of the world.
Each delivered wisdom and a fable.
Each spoke of the necessity of prayer and introspection,
of belief, faith, and hope;
and of God’s wisdom and guidance.

we need to
ask GOD for
forgiveness

we need to
listen to
GOD’s
guidance
we need to meditate, to
elevate consciousness

we need to
pray, many
times in a day

we need to follow

our scriptures and
holy books!

we need to atone
for our sins…

The religious leaders said similar things, yet could not agree among themselves
as each had a very different idea of what God was and was not.

Those who believe in re-birth get another
chance at solving the world’s problems.
The righteous enjoy an apparently
problem-free existence in their own
exclusive heaven or paradise.
The baddies and those of the other faith
get their just punishment in hell.

The group attended a lecture about religious dissidence. They learned that ...

Throughout history, each religion had its enlightened mystics
who proclaim a direct connection to and enlightenment by God
(if they spoke at all).
Some of them seem to be revered by their religion, some
quietly tolerated, some not.
Then there are the New Age mystics (the result of chemistry,
brainwave manipulation and other consciousness techniques,
besides the long standing tradition of meditation).
The mystic’s approach to solving the problems of the world
seems spirit and consciousness related: Follow your inner
guidance and right action will follow.

Then there were the heretics who did not proclaim
the true faith, split off and formed sects.
They opposed the practices of mainstream religion
and had an unacceptable answer to its problems.
They were swiftly dealt with by excommunication,
burning, drowning, stoning, getting their head
chopped off, or .... now we also use bombs (for
the many) and drones (for the select few). There is
progress after all.

Then there are the “I don’t believe in God
believers”, like the scientist and others (mostly
products of education and the – ahem Enlightenment).
Being fervent, dogmatic and missionising in their
belief (as well as cynical), they are like religious
leaders (promoting a kind of anti-religion). After
all, they only believe that science can solve our
problems, not God (who is dead anyway).
AHA!
...to believe or not believe is
actually the same: it means
not knowing...

Most interestingly the group also encountered a few scientists working on
consciousness research, including the power of prayer and meditation
multiplied by a group effect .

Meditation and prayer change brain / mind functioning
and affect the physiology. This leads to health, peace,
creativity and many other benefits.
Surprisingly, research also confirmed a beneficial effect
on other people and the environment, if a group
meditates or prays.
A clear case of science catching up with religion.

The group reflected on what they learned from the religious leaders.

What actually is
mainstream religion? Is it
determined by numbers, or
is there more? Is there a
difference between religion
(as an organised social
activity) and spirituality (as
a personal experience of
connection to source)?

How is it that all religious
movements (mainstream and
alternative) seem to offer
similar advice, but can’t seem
to get along at all. They preach
love, but hate each other (and
bless the army that fights on
their side of righteousness).

....why do they all preach to
love God and the other as
oneself and there is so much
hate between them?
....so many problems in the
world had come from the
misunderstanding of religion
and spirituality

....but then, they also help solving
problems by being a civilising
force, through education,
guidance in righteous living and
inspiring magnificent art to glorify
God...
... and being involved in
numerous practical projects in all
areas of life, from hospitals to
shelters, to agricultural projects,
to ....

...and why don’t we deploy
meditation and prayer groups to
establish world peace instead of
bombs and drones, now that
scientific research has confirmed
the efficacy of this strategy?

The group felt themselves becoming too introspective
and decided that it was time to become more concrete and objective
and so embarked on visiting the economists.

The economists loved a good puzzle to solve, and
` were very interested in looking at the data...

...but let’s not assume people want
problems solved...
...and what would incentivise

people to want to solve the
problems of the world?

©

And anyway, we are doing fine!
All we need is more economic growth,
which will trickle down to the poor and will
solve all their problems.
And to get more growth, we need to invest,
deregulate, do free trade agreements, and...
Besides, the forecasts for the next quarter
are very promising – we are out of the
slump...

©

The record of the accuracy of
economic forecasts is
abysmal. Why don’t they use
dice instead?

The group also visited the not so well established,
published and funded economists.
`

We’re of the opinion that economics is not
really a science at all, but a conglomeration
of beliefs, with the two dominant ideologies:
Keynes versus Friedman, the belief of the
heavy hand of government versus the
invisible hand of the market …
We tried them both and the world’s
problems survive and even worsen…

Any new economic theory on the horizon?
Like extending the industrial age law of
diminishing returns (which seems true for
material stuff and according to which Bill
Gates would be the poorest man on earth)
by a law of increasing and synergistic
returns on information, or something like
that?
Keep looking!

The group reflected on the ideas of assumptions and incentives after speaking with the
economists…

The economists seem not very big at
drawing conclusions, but much like the
philosophers, asked very interesting
questions.
As to their believes in contradictory economic
ideologies....this reminds me of religion...

Let’s go and visit the Psychologists.

Exhausted from their journey the group is happy to sit on a couch for a while.
Psychologist how do we solve the problems of the world?

.

It’s not your
responsibility to take on
all of the worlds
problems my dears…

The group spoke about their parents...
time ran out on the clock...
and they left… until next week’s session.

.

If we were all mentally healthy, we
would all be able to better solve our
own problems, thus making the world
a far better place….

focus on health
and not disease,

raise your
consciousness and all
is well…

Then the group visited the alternative, the human potential movement
and discovered a mixture of
alternative medical thinking and alternative religious thinking…

The group reflected on what they had learned from the psychologists ….

Both the mainstream and
alternative psychologists
seem to see value in the
process of airing
problems and making
sense of our past in order
to be mentally healthy for
decisions in the future….

...but doesn’t the outer world need as
much attention as the inner world?…
my parents didn’t cause world hunger
or the financial crisis... or am I
confused?

As to the human potential
movement...the research on
consciousness and its impact on
reducing problems is really MOST
interesting. (A field effect perhaps?)

a

..the digital revolution

betters our lives
tremendously….
maybe robots and AI
will sort it all out.

We learned about human
potential…what about the
potential of technology?

And so the group headed to meet some techies…

Were are already solving so many global problems.
Imagine a world without internet, without your phone...
Imagine cars that drive themselves, a world where

robots do all your chores.. and the amazing effects the
digital revolution will have on education,,,
There is so much we can achieve moving forward with
artificial intelligence…the potential is limitless…..
And let’s not forget biological information – how

computers make it possible to improve the faulty
information in the genes of plants and animals (how
could nature fail to evolve disease resistant crops?)

We haven’t quite wrapped our heads around

the dystopian aspects of the technology we
make.. we hire attention engineers to make
sure you spend as much time as possible on
our products, and we haven’t paid too much
attention to the e-waste we create…and the
ethics of AI....
But, never mind all that, aren’t robots exciting!!

The group was very excited by what information technology could achieve….

Wow, wasn’t that cool, all
those gadgets, robots,
some of those solutions
could really make a huge
impact on our lives..

But we did have a sneak peak
into the darker side of
technology....
We
` really do get sucked in to
our devices, it can be very
distracting…. attention
engineers really have a
fascinating, yet terrifying job.

Just as the group was reflecting ,
one member got the following message on her laptop……

those silicon valley suits have no idea how
powerful technology is, and what it could be. we
need less surveillance, more transparency, and
everything should be free for all to consume and
see.

sure hacking is seen to be bad, but don’t forget
how powerful we hackers are, we can tamper with
elections, bring politicians to the floor and expose
just about anything about anyone….is it moral?
well perhaps more moral than corrupt
governments…..

The group reflected on what they learned from the eco

Information manipulation and
cyber warfare are very real….but
it has also been used to expose
some pretty serious crimes…
I was most interested in the ethics of
this new technology, (perhaps
something to ask the philosophers?).
Are we spending enough time thinking
about AI ethics? How do we plan for
something we don’t really understand
all too well?

...sigh, and the e-waste ...
...and the dire working conditions for
our gadgets in some parts of the
world…

`

... and we haven’s even begun to
explore other technologies, such as
genetic engineering, or fracking, or
the latest weapons of mass
destruction...

The group left the media and decided to ask some creative artists….
... they think out the box…

W e reflect on society....

Art imitates life, and this life is
full of good content…

We solve global
problems by merely
pointing them out.

We create art that creates
awareness , we paint and sing
and dance for peace and
harmony. We use our platforms
to make our voices heard...

And what happens once you
have created awareness?
Do politicians or anyone else
do something about it?

...well sometimes…..who
cares? We just make more
art….
....also my new album is
dropping next week. I hope I
get good press coverage...

Some of us aren’t really free to
say as we wish…at a certain
level of success we become
mouthpieces to our sponsors
and financiers…it’s hard to
protest a system that enables
your career…

Some of these artists are all
about EGO, pretending to care, if
it’s good for PR...
...a real artist goes unnamed and
poor… F68CK the System, join
my crowd funding campaign….

Sometimes our art is
politically or ideologically
suppressed - look what
happened to Salman
Rushdie….

The group reflected that the artists are very powerful in spreading messages far and wide...

...some artists are very
dependent upon the media
or sponsors to help them…
`

...some powerful and

humble art simply goes
unnoticed…
....while trivial art is sold as

a commodity…

...even those who call
themselves true or pure
artists for the most part need
to participate in the current
economic system…

…crowd-funding for the arts
is however very
interesting….

The media are in control of the way we
understand the world...

... so let’s go see what they have to say…
... they also seem to have huge power
over the artists we just met…
...and maybe over the scientists too?

We inform the people. We try be an
impartial as possible. This is a cornerstone
of democracy.
We’re not here to solve problems, we’re
here to report on them….and boy do we
have the latest scoop for you….
Surely your power
and access means
you can make a
significant
contribution?

...we have huge problems of our own.... ...
journalism isn’t what it used to be...
... without conflict and problems there would
be no good TV ...and it’s all about subscribers
and followers…we report on what we know
viewers want to see….we are beholden to our
sponsors, advertisers and the financiers of
our media…so what they say goes….but, of
course, we are a free press....

... beware of the media of other countries (those
which are not our friends), as they are full of lies,
propaganda, fake news, gap news and one-sided
reporting...
... likewise, the social media is full of fake news, of
course...
... we also take advantage of this social media
phenomenon..
... but we try to spread only the truth through it, of
course (provided it doesn’t ruffle our sponsors'
feathers)….

The group also went to meet the independent and social media…

We don’t have to listen to
the mainstream media
anymore, we curate and
create our own
news….#truth…..
... I feel the need to present myself
as an authority on about pretty much
anything - #freedom - #tweet - #care
... collectively we can participate in
public debates - social media plays a
huge part in democracy…

Social media is not as free as we think.
Only two groups of actors are sure to have good
access to social-media data. One is the online giants,
such as Facebook and Google, the other is
governments.
So social media, like other forms of technology, will cut
both ways in politics. On the one hand they are making
societies more democratic, on the other they will also
provide those in power with new tools of control.

The group also went to speak to the media consumers..

Fake news is being spread by
... no, they support a
mainstream media ….to create
corporate agenda...
fear and panic….to support
right wing agendas…
... no, fake news is spread by
I have always supported
independent media to push
independent media.
their leftist agenda, leaving
critical news unreported for
the sake of “social
justice”….we can’t trust
anyone

We all know that the biggest
creators of fake news are
annoying internet trolls with a
vendetta…Anyone can publish
anything…It’s not easy to tell
which sources are fake and which
are not
We know its not the real
media creating fake news,
but members of enemy
governments…it’s their best
propaganda tool….

Join the Anti-Media Movement!

It’s simple really, we just don’t
listen, read or engage with the
news often, if at all…

How lazy- don’t do that! Rather join the Savvy Media
Movement!
We take it upon ourselves to view media from multiple
sources, from different countries, local and international,
independent and mainstream...
...and we make up our own minds about what we do and don’t
believe…
We still can’t know what is true, but we try…we try to make
common sense....

The Group reflected on all the media perspectives they encountered...

We should join the Savvy
Media Movement…

Is repeating an
endless stream of acontextual bits of
news items really the
truth or meaningful
information?....

What is fake and
what not? Who and
how can this be
judged / evaluated
- and who can be
trusted still?

There is so much
bias in media. It
seems they are
either governed by
profit or by a deep
political motive…

What about the military…?

The group is deeply concerned about the unprecedented global militarisation.
Never before in the history of mankind
(yes, it’s predominantly man that make wars!)
have we reached the potential of total annihilation of
all wo/mankind and with it a lot of other species...
... several times over.

It could all end in a few minutes
of spectacular fireworks. And
after the mushroom clouds have
settled? Darkness and ashes.
Dust to dust....Total annihilation.
The solution to all of humanity’s
problems?

Surely, no one can want that! So why this
militarisation? Whom to ask? Why not the
military of the most powerful nation in the
world, the USA? Its military expenditure is
double that of the next four largest spenders
together. Yes, this is definitely mainstream.
Dear military: Why are there so many wars?

We have been attacked by terrorists on 9/11.
About three thousand people died.
If we are attacked, we need to defend ourselves.
We have to protect our nation and our NATO
partner nations from such brutal attacks in future.
We need to wipe out the terrorists. And we have
to follow them into the countries they hide in
(Afghanistan, Irak, Lybia, Syria, Yemen, Pakistan...).

This is a war on terror.
We will not stop until we eradicated them all.

And yes, we have to support the freedom fighters
and their countries who also suffer from the same
terrorist supporting regimes.
After all they are on our side (and if they come to
power, our sphere of influence expands).

No, this is not about aggression or
expanding our sphere of influence.
It is about self-defence,
And it is about promoting human
rights, of course... about liberating
countries from their human rights
violating dicators. .

Only the Russians (and maybe soon the Chinese) are
the aggressors. They bomb Syria! They annexed
Crimea!
We need to protect our East European NATO partners
from Russian aggression. (That is why we have to
surround them with nuclear missiles and put our troops
into East European countries.)
After all, we defend democracy and ensure that
societies become democratic.
Of course this costs money and demands sacrifice. We
need to increase our military budgets.

Legally speaking, according to the UN
Charter,
..... the anti-terrorist wars of the US and its
NATO partners since 9/11 are illegal wars...
... while the Russians fighting in Syria, being
on request by a (still) legal government, is not
illegal.

And MORALLY speaking?

Now who is really the aggressor?

And what about the terrorists.......?

We are defending our country, our freedom,
our lifestyle, our religion ...
.......and having our resources exploited by
the capitalist US and their NATO partners.
Our only weapon is terror. And the armament
received from our international allies and
supporters.

We lost everything in a horror of fighting
around us.

WHY?
We don’t understand all this!
There are 65 million refugees worldwide.

The percentage of civilian causalities in
World War I was 10%,
in World War II it was 40%
and since 9/11 it is 90%.
About 3000 civilians died on 9/11. More
than one million civilians died in
retaliation since.

The Group reflected on what they had just heard…

What can we say?
That we, the citizens of the
USA and NATO states
really don’t know what we
do to other nations?

We have a free press.
We have alternative
mass media to check out
different points of view.
Will the future
generations believe
us?

Will there be a future generation?
Or will the nuclear rhetoric
become a nuclear reality –
accidentally or intentionally?

LET US PRAY!

The group visits some leaders from Greenpeace
to find out about environmental problems and solutions...

...eco-systems are being destroyed, species
are disappearing on land from urban
development, deforestation, desertification,,
toxic agricultural practices and pollution,
species are disappearing in the sea
because of unsustainable fishing and
pollution, and..rivers, lakes, the sea and
rainwater are polluted, as are the land and
the air we breathe….

...toxic chemicals and nuclear waste are dumped on
land and in the sea and enters our bodies through
the food chain...
..nuclear power stations and military nuclear
installations are ticking time-bombs...

...climate change is a universal disaster...
...and the moral issues, like the suffering we inflict
on other species...

And what should we do
about it?

...raise awareness, stop offenders, punish them, regulate
industries...
...stop consumerism – educate the if not uncaring, then silent
population that keeps consuming or wanting to consume…

..stop corrupt governments and politicians, greedy and uncaring
business and financiers, bureaucrats and bought scientists,
and….
...shun the governments who don’t sign nuclear and
environmental treaties...

R

So maybe humanity won’t
survive. Are we that important?
(Who misses the Dinosaurs?)
The planet and some of the other
species will survive. (Forests and
wolves thrive in Chernobyl and
sharks and birds in Bikini Atoll!).

Whilst talking to the environmentalists they learned a little about green energy
and wanted to understand how energy can solve our problems…

We have to ensure that our society has enough
energy (or they wouldn’t keep voting for us). The
established non-renewable energy providers
deliver reliable and relatively cheap energy. The
renewable ones are not yet economic enough
and they don’t work reliably (e.g. the sun doesn’t
shine for 24 hours...). But we do, of course,
encourage their use.

Why do you allow more
exploration, extraction
and processing of nonrenewable energy
sources, instead of
encouraging sustainable
options?

We regulate and apply sanctions.
And our law enforcement gets better.
And they have to clean up...
What about the
pollution of the
non-renewables?

clean up...(like after the
BP accident in the
Mexican Gulf)?

...this is what the powerful energy
lobbies tell us governments!

...and there is another side of energy
efficiency: that some energy
generators need more energy input
than they produce as output!..

The group also interviewed some people to get their opinion...

We we want only
renewable energy.
The other one is bad.

Government should do something
about renewable energy and they
must make sure that we have a
reliable supply of electricity for our
lights and ice in the drinks and
petrol in the tank...
And it must be cheap!

The group went to speak with the renewable energy sectors to hear their perspective…

We are deeply frustrated.
We assure you that we have
the solutions for hundred
percent renewable energy
NOW and that the solutions are
economical.

So why are we so far from
a totally renewable energy
industry?

Governments don’t encourage it.
The powerful non-renewable lobbies push for
more investment, government licenses and
support.
We can’t match that!
Nobody wants to hear that we have the
solutions.

There is too much money being made by the
legacy non-renewable systems.
And they can also manipulate energy prices
long enough to get us out of business.

The cheap oil and gas from fracking needs
to be highly criticised as a culprit…
Of course it’s cheap, if the cost of the sideeffects on water, health and environmental
destruction is left to society...
...(didn’t we hear about this type of
capitalist socialism before?)

Nearly all recent and current
anti-terror motivated wars
happen to be in the oil rich
countries!
Pure coincidence?

The group reflected on what they learned about energy…

Who is responsible for this mess and
how can we get out of it?

`

Do governments know that the people
place responsibility on their shoulders to
deal with the energy situation?

.....while governments keep hiding
behind the freedom of enterprise!

The group was depleted, and decided to ask the medical profession how to solve
medical and medical system related problems…and maybe get an energy boost….

Medical costs are huge and rising. Yet, death rates remain mostly constant.
The top causes of death are from lifestyle related diseases.
We are getting sicker…

Advances in technology,
genetics, pharmacology, food
enrichment and supplements will
soon create a world free from
disease and ageing!

And just imagine what will
come next! Growing and
implanting organs grown
from your own stem cells is
just a few years away!

Technology is wonderful: we get more and
better drugs to cure disease, transplant
organs and keep people alive on machines.
We look into the body through x-rays, CT
and MRI scans. This is all perfect for
diagnosis and of disease prevention.

Surely they mean early
disease detection, not
disease prevention?

And think of the rising
life expectancy in the
last 100 years!

.Don’t critics say that this is mostly
due to the cure of infectious diseases
and not other medical advances? And
that life expectancy has been static
for decades now, and even started to
decline again in some – even
developed - countries?)

Ah, but cost will come down – after all we
have the generic drugs, computers, apps
for diagnosis and prescribing customised
treatments, and....
And the cure for cancer, heart diseases,
diabetes and a few more are probably less
than 10 years away....

And what about
the exorbitant
costs?

10 years away
...and that
already for the
last 50 years

We don’t have a health care system but a
disease care system!

And they don’t mention that disease from
medical treatment is the third largest cause
of death in the USA!

After this miserable picture, the group turns to the medical alternatives and is overwhelmed.
So many different approaches from ancient Chinese and Ayurvedic traditions to herbalism,
homeopathy and faith healing (beyond the medially recognised placebo).
There are also computer-based approaches that work with energy and photons.......
And there are apparently ever so many specific alternative approaches to specific diseases
(including those our grannies already used successfully).
And yes, they also find the weird, the derivatives of the cure-all snake oil!.

Prevent disease by
supporting the body’s
healing system

Strengthen the immune
system

Use natural remedies

Healthy foods
and
supplements

These and a few more work
together to co-produce health
synergistically (and not
merely any one of them in
isolation).

Relaxation,
meditation,
prayer and
positive thinking

It doesn’t get funded because
there is not so much return on
investment (if any) from it.

There is also so much
apparent anecdotal success
of cures and –spontaneous
- remissions from disease

And it doesn’t fit the double blind,
controlled and predictive
research paradigm, so scientists
ignore it!

But, where is the
medical research on
this?

And did you notice how
creating health prevents
nearly all disease?

A lot of what the alternatives say
makes a lot of sense, is cheap and
without devastating side effects.

Is medicine another
area of life in which
alternative solutions
are being ignored
while unsustainable
legacy systems are
being maintained and
make lots of money
for their investors?

....and the cost of their
impact is carried by
society which doesn’t
really get any healthier.....
.....and who should do
something about it and
how?

Being pupils in the education
system, the group looked forward to meeting the education experts.
…
They attended a conference on education to do so!
This was going to be the last stop in their epic journey…

If we were not so underresourced, they say, we would
fix all those problems.

Education policy makers, how
are we going to address the
gaping holes in education
between the rich and the poor?
the high-school dropout rate? the
digital challenge? the youth
unemployment? the....

Its really hard being the
school principle of a school
that’s lacking resources…The
students really suffer
because of it…

We teachers are highly stressed.
We have too many directives and demands from too
many parts of the education system coming together as
instructions to be implemented by us.
On top of this, powerful parent lobbies make sure that
we do.
And pupils challenge our knowledge, knowing it all from
Google.
I used to love teaching, but now??
Many of the best teachers leave the system to find
employment elsewhere.

We are vocal and organised to get the
best for the special needs of our own
children. They deserve the best...
... after all, we pay high school fees and /
or taxes...

... and no child (and certainly not mine)
should be left behind!

... and who cares for the not
special needs of the other
children?
.... after all, no child should be
left behind!

We’re booooored!

Who needs to know all
this old stuff anyway?
And what’s it good for?

Who is responsible for the
curriculum?
(Only the policy makers seem
happy with it, except for making
minor updates from time to time).

And who challenges the
relevance of the curriculum when
apparently all knowledge is
available with a slide of thumb?.
Or is it?

Why didn’t the education
officials answer any of those
questions?.

What is knowledge anyway?
Do schools have to provide the
knowledge with which data gleaned
from Google can be turned into
knowledge?

Does the curriculum and the whole education
set up meet the realities of brain / mind
functioning?
Should we include more art education to
stimulate “right brain” activity and creativity?..
So why is art education so under-resourced?

An education system
based on rote and
prescribed standards
cannot develop the unique
talents and interests of
students!

Or maybe the education system
shouldn’t develop people at all,
but rather turn them into nonthinking and politically correct
information consumers?

The group explores alternative education….and learns that….

...there are numerous alternative approaches, from
Montessori, to Waldorf to ...
..and that their approaches also have a lot in common
with remedial education, including
• a personalised curriculum
• negotiated and individual progress
• close working relationship between teacher and pupil
• collaborative group work and mutual support
• a w/hole-brain approach
• etc.

Mostly elites can enjoy this type of education ….
...as it is very resource intensive and thus too
expensive for the masses…
...but then, education has always tended to favour
the wealthy.....

The group returned and reflected on education, their last stop (and hope) on their journey…

After participating in the
education conference we
realise that the education
system is riddled with
problems. It desperately
needs change.
Fundamental change.
Education can be a
powerful tool for solving all
problems in the world.
But with the current
system? ......Not likely!

Could we transform our
education system into one
that truly enlightens
learners about
how the world works,
`how problems arise and
how they can be solved?
Imagine there was a
school that taught us this
very journey we are
on……

Or is education merely
about getting more pupils
to higher levels of
education in a somewhat
improved, of course,
current system?

`

Oh we forgot to
mention that in most
countries the majority of
school leavers can’t get
a job!
…Whatever will happen
to us?

And so the adventurers completed their journey.
Having…spoken to so many people, they felt rather overwhelmed.
At the same time they knew that there were so many perspectives they missed.
But, it was time to return home and make sense of it all …..

...and what would the aliens think from their global perspective?

